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A corrigendum on

Independent impacts of age and hearing
loss on spatial release in a complex audi-
tory environment
by Gallun, F. J., Diedesch, A. C.,
Kampel, S. D., and Jakien, K. M.
(2014). Front. Neurosci. 8:264. doi:
10.3389/fnins.2014.00264

In Gallun et al. (2013), the sensation levels
of the stimuli were incorrectly calculated.
The calculation described on page 6 was
implemented correctly, but the conversion
from HL (hearing level) to SPL (sound
pressure level in standardized units) was
not correct for the headphones used in
the experiment. Rather than adding 22 dB
to the HL value, it would have been cor-
rect to add 12.5 dB to the HL value (ANSI,
2004). Consequently, the value reported
in sensation level (SL), which is the level
in dB relative to the speech reception
level, was reported as 9.5 dB lower than is
correct.

The following changes should
be made to clarify this issue. Bold
text indicates where changes have
occurred.

(1) The sentence that begins on the end
of page 5 and continues onto page 6
should read: This was achieved by first
measuring the level at which each lis-
tener could just identify speech pre-
sented by the audiologist over the
audiometer, transforming that value
from hearing level (HL) to dB SPL
by adding 12.5 dB, and then adding
39.5 dB to that level to obtain the level
of the target sentence, which was always
fixed during the adaptive tracking
procedure.

(2) The final sentence in the first para-
graph of page 6 should read: No listen-
ers were tested for whom the 39.5 dB
SL level would have resulted in maskers
that exceeded 85 dB SPL.

(3) The second sentence in the Results sec-
tion on the top of page 6 should read:
Target levels, which were set 39.5 dB
above the SRT, varied from 47 dB SPL
to 72 dB SPL, reflecting the 25 dB range
of SRT values in the sample.

(4) The third sentence in the second col-
umn of page 7 should read: This is
likely due to two factors: the better
overall hear- ing of the participants
(PTAs for the frequencies 0.5, 1, and

2 kHz were 15.1 dB in Experiment One
and 9.4 dB in Experiment Two) and the
use of an equal SL target set at 39.5 dB
above individual SRTs for each ear.
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